Abstract

The study: Discussed connection for Ibn Hishim El Ansary (died in 668 H), under new grammatical studies, an applied study on divan Abi ElKassem El Shabi.

The study was represented in introduction, preface, four chapters and a conclusion followed by sources, references and table of contents as follows:

**Introduction:** Including causes of selecting this subject, the study, the study aims, previous studies in the same subject and the study methodology.

**The preface includes:**

**First:** information about Ibn Hisham: his superiors, characteristics, morals, culture, students, categories then his death.

**Second:** Information about Abi ElKassem El Shabi: his birth, life, his school, status and role in poetry and death.

**Third:** Defining connection and correlation: in terms of language and terminology, the difference between them and connection for Arab scientists.

**Chapter one entitled:** Connection with pronoun it defined pronoun in terms of language and terminology, the pronoun functions, the connection with pronoun in Al Khabar sentence, its states Ellipsis and substantiation, connection with pronoun in relative clause and its states Ellipsis and substantiation, connection with pronoun in attributive sentence and its states ellipsis and substantiation, connection with pronoun in strengthening, connection with pronoun in substitution, connection with pronoun in sentence describing name used for, connection with pronoun in apodosis nominated by inception, and connection with separation pronoun between the nominal subject and predicate.

**Chapter two entitled connection with articles and prepositions:** It discussed connection with coordinating conjunctions and their Ellipsis, connection with prepositions and their ellipsis, connection with waw of state, connection with waw of commencement, connection with accusative present tense verb.

Connection with infinitive prepositions, connection condition articles, correlative connections such as fa', Etha and the lam in correlative condition, connection with articles of exception and Ellipsis in exception.
Chapter three entitled: connection with repetition or pronoun alternative:

It discussed connection with word repetition in the section of subject and predicate, and relative, connection with meaning repetition through repeating the mubtada by its meaning or making the sentence the same mubtada in meaning or connection by the so called generalization, connection with the pronoun alternative such as connection with demonstrative pronoun and connection with the article (AL) instead of pronoun.

Chapter four entitled connection for originators: it discussed connection for Arab originators and western, then means of connection as in modern Grammatical studies where connection with pronoun and its classes, connection with articles and prepositions and connection with repetition or the pronoun substitute.

In the conclusion, I stated study results followed by sources and references on which the study depended then tables of content.